Two annotated bibliographies address different aspects of instruction in English as a Second Language (ESL). The first bibliography lists 80 articles and books published primarily between 1975 and 1985 on error treatment in ESL instruction. Citations are listed alphabetically by author, but two indexes are included. The first index divides citations into those dealing with error treatment during pre-production stages, during production, and in post-production stages. The second index categorizes citations according to self-treatment by the learner, by the peer group, and by the teacher. Citations contain basic bibliographic information and most include a brief to moderate-length annotation. The second bibliography cites 38 journal articles published between 1976 and 1985 that deal with the teaching of vocabulary to second language learners. The second bibliography also includes articles specific to ESL. Some articles are in languages other than English. Citations contain basic bibliographic information and a brief annotation.
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Abstract

This bibliography contains abstracts of articles and books published primarily between 1975 and 1985 dealing with error treatment in teaching English as a second language. Since error treatment rather than error analysis is the focus of the bibliography, any articles dealing with error analysis draw implications for classroom applications.

Appendix A creates three categories of articles: (a) those dealing with error treatment in the pre-production stages, (b) those dealing with error treatment during production, and (c) those dealing with error treatment in the post-production stages. Appendix B divides the articles according to: (a) self-treatment of error by the learner, (b) error treatment by the peer group, and (c) error treatment by the teacher.
Described is an approach for dealing with the pronunciation of advanced English as a second language (ESL) learner who may be relatively fluent but who remains quite inaccurate. His pronunciation is often thought of being "fossilized" and highly resistant to change. The specific group for which this approach was designed is somewhat unique: foreign professionals many of whom have been in English-speaking environments for years. Nonetheless, the general framework and the method involved are applicable in many contexts. For such fossilized learners, traditional pronunciation methods are often ineffective. A successful, somewhat unorthodox teaching program that draws on research from several disciplines is outlined.

The view of errors as crucial to language learners is commonly accepted. ESL researchers view errors as a developmental necessity. In looking at errors, one must (1) deal with the classroom context in which errors occur, as well as the errors themselves, and (2) deal with the social nature of this context in terms of a complexity of relationships between teacher and learner. The study involved can potentially contribute to research on teacher effectiveness in dealing with errors.

The author describes error-making as a potential crisis for both student and teacher. The teacher's response to an error will be a major factor in determining what the student actually learns. The teacher is often imprecise and inconsistent in dealing with errors in the class. Teachers need a way of predicting the interpretations their behavior will give rise to. The effectiveness of teacher treatment of error will depend on how it is perceived rather than on what "it" is. Teachers' behavior, in turn, will depend on how they perceive the students they are dealing with. This study is a preliminary work based on pilot data; there needs to be more work in research.
An error analysis approach is used to investigate the second language (English) phonology of two native speakers of Hungarian. The study provides evidence relevant to a number of issues in second language phonology. While evidence for both phonetic (sound) transfer and phonological (rule) transfer is found, there are limitations on what can transfer from the native language to the target language. The analysis also reveals the application of unmarked rules in the second language phonology production. These rules occur in neither the native nor the target language. The data are used to approach a substantive characterisation of the notion of degree of foreign accent. The error analysis approach is contrasted with the autonomous system analysis approach; each provides unique information and both must be used together to arrive at a more complete understanding of second language phonology.
Four significant areas of teacher-student interaction in second language classrooms are discussed. Those four areas are: (1) social climate, (2) variety in learning activities, (3) opportunity for student participation, and (4) need for feedback and correction. The article deals with how to implement certain teaching strategies and gives a framework for self-evaluation.

In an overview of the field, the authors question the need for feedback and for certain methods of correction. A history is given of the effectiveness of various feedback and correction strategies:

(1) **Teacher correction**: Errors needing correction are those which interfere with communication, those which involve a self-monitoring process in producing structures and vocabulary which has been studied previously, and those which involve questions. Correction strategies useful here are teacher's gestures, self diagnosis and correction.

(2) **Self correction**: The authors feel that self-correction is the most beneficial since it weans students away from the need for overt correction and toward increased monitoring.

(3) **Peer correction**: The authors feel that it is important
to vary the order of students in the classroom so that
different peers respond to the same student in turn-taking
in peer-group work.

In concluding, the authors feel that the order of
beneficial correction is first, self-correction, second,
peer-correction, third, teacher-correction. Further research
into and study on interlanguage, student achievement, and
teacher's reacting moves are needed.

For several years the Canadian government has been sponsoring intensive six-week summer programs in French and English to its citizens in an effort to strengthen bilingualism. Common error patterns made by students in such classes were noted; most seemed to result from native language interference. Most errors were noted in informal discussions in English between classes and in social situations. Common errors were systematically corrected with pattern drills, worksheets, and individual tapes. Improvement was noted in informal discussions and with formal testing. Suggestions are presented for correcting ten of the most frequently observed errors and the preparation of suggested drills and exercises.
Presented is an overview of the current literature available on the topics of lexical, phonological, and grammatical errors in foreign language instruction. A questionnaire with 91 questions was sent to German, English and French teachers at 62 different schools. Of the 259 questionnaires sent, 113 were returned. Four main types of teacher attitudes toward student errors are discernible, with implications for error treatment preference.

The author maintains that all learners of English as a second language seem to make errors in the same areas, regardless of their native background. Error analysis uses contrastive analysis, where errors can be attributed to interference. Brown has some suggestions for teachers who want to use error analysis: (1) collect a sampling of the students' language; (2) identify the errors; (3) determine a hierarchy of errors; (4) select errors to be corrected; (5) adapt materials for the corrections; and (6) correct the errors consistently.
Types of error correction performed by the teacher and the learner are studied. Research on error treatment is reviewed, noting the emphasis that has been placed on the teacher as sole corrector of form errors. The role of errors in terms of methodology used to teach the target language is discussed, and the role of the learner in error correction is explored. Errors corrected by the learner appear to be errors of communication and self-expression. Data were provided by videotape of ten hours of classes of adult learners (number unspecified). Four error types corrected by peers and five correction types are identified. Error types not corrected by the learner are studied, using G. Miller's model of six levels of linguistic processing ("Psychology, Language and Levels of Communication" in Human Communication: Theoretical Explorations, Silverstein, A. (ed.), N.Y.: J. Wiley, 1974). Hierarchies of errors are discussed and teacher/learner roles in each level described. Communication breakdown and its four types are discussed. It is concluded that "minor" product-centered errors can be treated by the learner, and "major" process-centered errors should be handled by the teacher.

In recent years, there has been a growing research interest in the analysis of errors adults make while learning a second language. The underlying objective of most of these analyses has been to reveal the systematicity of adult errors in an effort to understand the process of adult second language learning.

This paper deals with errors from a different point of view, namely, from the listener's or reader's point of view. The question asked is, which types of errors cause the listener or reader to misunderstand the message intended by the EFL learner? Based on the judgments of native English speakers about the comprehensibility of hundreds of sentences containing errors of EFL learners all over the world, linguistic criteria for determining the communicative importance of learners' errors are suggested. Areas of English syntax that cause important communicative errors usually neglected in most EFL training materials are discussed. Selective correction is recommended, rather than "all-out" correction in dealing with students' errors as it is a more instructive and enjoyable technique in the classroom.

The paper concludes with the application of this particular error analysis approach to the EFL classroom.
The Gooficon is called a "repair manual for English." The term "goof" is used to mean an error students make in learning a second language. The purpose of the book is to help ESL teachers whose students know some English, but still make mistakes. The stated purpose of the book should help teachers make decisions about how to use other ESL materials to suit the particular problems of the particular students. The chapters are arranged on the basis of groups of errors which fall together structurally. Burt and Kiparsky's aim is to help the teacher recognize and respond to regular (developmental) errors. This is not the approach of contrastive analysis, nor is it language-specific.

Global and local errors ("goofs" in the authors' terms) are defined. Hints are given on which "goofs" to correct, and a hierarchy of errors is given as a way of ordering errors according to their importance. Each chapter contains an analysis of a "goof" type, hints on how to correct the error, and drills and repetition exercises.

This study assessed the effects on second language learning of variations in homework written feedback that either suppressed student errors or made them salient. Eighty students from two college Spanish courses were randomly assigned to treatment groups for a six-week period. Performance data were collected before and after treatment, as well as from homework during treatment. Analysis of variance blocking on pretest revealed significant achievement increases for treated students independent of course membership. Planned comparisons pooled across courses showed achievement was consistently superior under salient error conditions and in particular with constructively critical feedback. Results support the notion that the written performance of students learning a second language can benefit most by focusing on homework errors in a motivationally favorable manner. Relevance of the findings for instructional theory and second language teaching is discussed.

Recently much has been written concerning the influence of adult students' language learning strategies upon their classroom errors. There have also been made studies of teachers' actual methods, or lack of them, in correcting students' conversation errors.

The ultimate goal of the research on error correction in language learning is to find which correction methods do actually facilitate learning. Four parts of the study involved are: (1) discussion of questionnaires on error correction completed by students in two community colleges and a San Francisco university, (2) discussion of what error correction occurred in the tapes of actual classroom interaction, (3) a review of error correction questionnaires filled out by the teachers and compared to the teachers on the tape, and (4) suggestions for further research and general comments.

In general, the students want to be corrected more often than the teachers think they should be. However, there is general agreement on the value of certain types of correction techniques.

The reaction of the target-language speaker to the L2 learner's errors may play an important role in developing awareness of norms of correctness. Corrective feedback functions in different ways to guide the learner towards preferred performance. Based on the corrective portions of classroom interaction in French immersion classes, a model for this kind of discourse has been developed. Different types and features of correcting acts combine into a structural model that can describe actual corrective interactions for a given error or set of errors.

Use of the model in description helps isolate ambiguities; it highlights special features of corrective interaction that are likely to be more effective in eliciting correct performance. The example of various types of "repetitions" or "response modelling" is taken to show which types appear to lead to more successful correction. The model may be of use to both teachers and students in learning to identify corrective techniques and to be sensitive to the function of various kinds of feedback.

Observation and analysis of classroom interaction is used in a pilot study of grade 8 and 9 French immersion programmes to evaluate the relative importance placed by teachers on the different oral behavior of students. The frequencies of teachers' corrections for different kinds of students' errors (in L2 skills, subject-matter knowledge, and classroom interaction) are seen to correspond in definite ways to the teachers' stated priorities. The learning of lesson content (in mathematics, science, history, geography and French) is not subordinated in L2 acquisition.

The article presents the findings of a survey of ESL students' attitudes toward and preferences for the correction of spoken errors by native speaker friends. The 418 subjects reported generally positive attitudes toward error correction and claimed to prefer even more correction than their friends did. They saw correcting errors as facilitating -- even being necessary -- for the improvement of their oral English.
In an investigation of native speaker (NS)-nonnative speaker (NNS) conversations in social settings, we learn that only a small percentage (8.9%) of NNS errors were corrected by NSs. These corrections occurred in response to errors of fact, discourse, vocabulary, syntax and omission. Since discourse and vocabulary errors were corrected more frequently than errors in syntax and omission, we recommend that the treatment of vocabulary in the ESL classroom be reexamined, and that serious consideration be given to teaching ESL students the discoursal properties of English.

This article deals with the pedagogical applications for error analysis and error correction or the approaches to error correction. In deciding whether or not to correct errors and when to correct errors, the teacher needs basic information on the error and the importance of correction. Errors which require treatment are: errors affecting intelligibility, high-frequency errors, errors at a high level of generality, errors with a stigmatizing or irritating effect, errors affecting a large percentage of students, and errors that are reluctant to the pedagogic focus. The author discusses ease of correction, characteristics of the student, the nature of the teacher correction and reservations on error analysis. For example, does error analysis give the teacher a good feel for the learner's linguistic competence? Does correction run contrary to the natural language-learning process? Does error analysis put too great a premium on error-free speech?

The error analysis field in its current form is discussed. Learners' errors are referred to as clues to the learners' control of the target language; his "interlanguage." The steps in error analysis are identified, and two basic error sources are noted: negative transfer from the native language, and overgeneralization within the target language. Examples of different types of errors are provided and speculations are made as to the benefits of enlightened error correction. Reference is made to some recent research articles in the field.

This study dealt empirically with certain aspects of second-language learning among three university students, who all had a relative degree of proficiency in Mandarin and who were in an advanced English-as-a-second-language class at UCLA. An error analysis of written verb forms was undertaken with two purposes in mind: (1) to determine the short-term effects of teacher correction procedures on the eradication of errors and (2) to relate interlanguage background (past language experiences, current language environment, and language-learning strategies) and learners' explanation of errors to the errors themselves. A close look at the effects of correction in written work revealed that correction was neither systematic nor enlightened enough to actually influence the production of errors. Although broad in scope and in some ways rudimentary, the gathering of interlanguage background information and error explanations from the learners provided useful insights concerning the production of errors and what these errors tell us about interlanguage.
This article presents an analysis of the errors found in a set of writing samples produced by third- and sixth-grade Mexican-American children attending an inner-city school in a low-income neighborhood in a large metropolitan area. The analysis focuses on those errors that may be influenced by language usage—from Spanish, "interlanguage," and/or Chicano English. Several error types seem to be particularly influenced by such speech patterns; in addition, some errors appear to be influenced by Spanish spelling. Implications are drawn to specific error treatment in the classroom.

The problems faced by teachers of college level English in India are discussed. Difficulties stem from the large number of students, and their uneven background in English. Much teaching at this level must be remedial. The questions of learners' errors has been discussed, but rarely from the pedagogical viewpoint. The study of error analysis (EA) is criticized. This approach emphasizes the similarities between first and second language acquisition and the importance of rules. Even if this viewpoint is correct, it must be emphasized that correct feedback and reinforcement must be available. This is often not the case due to the poor linguistic ability of many teachers. EA claims that all errors are rule-governed and the learner is the controller of the learning process. This approach is detached and avoids therapy in favor of diagnosis. The teacher must not use this as an excuse to shirk responsibility--students must be motivated. It is important to establish a teaching standard--a Standard Indian English. College teachers must avoid mere repetition of earlier teaching.

After discussing the results of some descriptive studies and reviews of the reactions of classroom teachers to learners' errors, an investigation of the reactions of native speakers of English to the errors of non-native speaker friends (N=36) are analyzed. Tapes of native speakers' (NS) and non-native speakers (NNS) conversations showed that NSs corrected types of errors: discourse, fact, word choice or vocabulary, word omission and syntax. Results show that NSs corrected a relatively small percent of NNS errors and that the percentage of factual errors corrected was more than double the percent of the next highest category for discourse errors. Discourse errors were corrected 15% of the time, syntactic errors 5% of the time, and deletion errors only 2.5% of the time. In comparing these results with the findings of classroom studies, it is noted that while much teacher feedback was inconsistent and unclear, NS feedback was generally consistent and clear. NSs usually ignored grammatical mistakes and corrected those that interfered with communication facts, discourse, and vocabulary. This suggests that classroom teachers might correct student errors through direct, focused correction, done after the NNS completes the utterance. It is also suggested that more attention be given to teaching vocabulary and less to syntax.

Reported are results of an investigation into how native speakers of English provide feedback to errors in conversations with nonnative speaker friends. Other types of non-corrective conversational repair are also presented. From approximately 12.7 hours taped conversation in social settings (N=20), it was learned that native speakers responded to errors by using either on- or off-record corrective feedback, and they used several noncorrective discourse devices to repair conversational difficulties; word searches, requests for help, clarification requests, and confirmation checks. The interaction of corrective feedback is described, which shows that much of native speaker corrective feedback occurs at transition points in conversation, not as interruptions.

From the wide range of self-correction phenomena, about 1000 corrections of inflectional morphemes have been analysed. They are taken from everyday conversations with Japanese and American students speaking German as a second language. Four variables are used: (a) strength, i.e. tendency to monitor output, as measured by number of corrected words in relation to text length; (b) concentration, i.e. number of corrections relative to number of inflected words; (c) certainty, i.e. relation between corrected forms and non-standard forms; (d) success, i.e. proportion of attempts leading to correct result. Major findings are: (1) Semantically weak or empty categories, such as gender or case, are more often corrected that semantically important categories such as person, number or tense. (2) Frequency correlates highly with susceptibility to monitoring. (3) Semanticity and frequency have to be completed by factors of on-line production; thus anticipating corrections are less successful than retrospective corrections.

It is argued that the recent tendency in applied linguistic research to concentrate on language learning has contributed to the paucity of studies of variation among teachers. Yet the so-called teacher variable has long been recognized as a prime determiner of the outcome of a language class. Some findings of a 1981 survey of English as a second language (ESL) teachers are presented. Terms used by teachers (Rs=550) are examined in order to explore the hypothesis that language teachers possess a semi-technical vocabulary for discussing classroom practice. Replies to two questions about the treatment of error are explored. An examination of teachers' views on important pedagogical issues begins to shed light on the nature of heterogeneity in the EFL/ESL teaching profession, with various implications for teacher training.

The EFL teacher is faced with two problems in large classes; (1) there is no opportunity for oral input into written work, and (2) too much time is spent in grading papers. The solution proposed was worked out at the University of Alexandria between 1973 and 1977 in classes of up to 48 students. The first step is to itemize the types of papers the students are asked to do in all university work. The second step is to itemize the types of writing the students will be asked to do in the "real world." The teacher then divides the class into groups according to paper type. Errors are marked, focusing on only a few to highlight them. Then the other group corrects those errors. The final stage is for the correction group to devise simple oral and written practice to support corrections they have made. Peer-correction is both effective and time-saving.

Discussed, against the background of findings of modern research on foreign-language acquisition, are questions concerning error in sentence and text production. It is argued that errors in foreign-language use from the learner's viewpoint are not necessarily errors but an expression of the specific character of a particular developmental phase of interim competence. Two possible (interrelated) explanations of the origin of errors are discussed: (1) the model of interim languages and their increasing complexity, and (2) the cognitive deficit/development hypothesis. Implications of the findings of error analysis research for foreign-language teaching are discussed and recommendations are offered.

Frequently, discussions about language teaching include the questions: Which types of errors should be treated and which ignored? How should errors be treated? To see the extent to which the behaviors of teacher could help answer these questions, eleven teachers were videotaped teaching the same lesson to their classes. Transcripts were made, containing both verbal and non-verbal behaviors. The analysis of tapes showed that both the types of errors treated and the treatments used were quite similar. The teachers seemed less concerned with errors of grammar than with incorrect meaning. Giving the right answer was the most popular treatment. The similarity of behavior among the teachers did not provide as much insight into the treatment of errors as was hoped for. The process of analysis did lead to a number of ideas about possible alternative treatments. The treatments suggested are based on the importance in learning of contrasts, redundancy, explicit feedback, and the difference between long- and short-term memory.

Language specialists find important the influence of spoken language performance on written performance in L2 and FL settings. This article revolves around a 1970's study in Nigeria to propose a functional linguistic framework for error-analysis in written English of Nigerian students and to verify that framework by applying it to a text that was deemed to be fairly representative of L2 learner's performance. One specific error category was "PHONO-GRAPHIC" (PG) errors which arise from peculiar interactions between English phonology and English graphology and are fairly distinct from essentially phonological and graphological errors. The main part of the article is about pseudo-grammatical and pseudo-lexical errors which require different descriptions and explanations from regular grammatical and lexical errors in practical language research and require a different treatment from them in language teaching practice. These distinctions have not received adequate attention in current English language teaching practice.
Classroom process research is based on direct observation of second-language classroom activity. Research studies in three areas are reviewed.

(1) The linguistic environment of second language teaching: research shows that the teacher is an important source of linguistic input, and his/her language is highly tuned to the learners' level of proficiency, thus presumably facilitating learning. The production of particular features of speech by learners is related to the frequency with which those features occur in linguistic input.

(2) Patterns of classroom interaction: the focus of research has shifted to this area from (1), in the hope that interactional patterns may indicate how learners internalise input. Research on questions in and out of the classroom shows that more than half of teachers' questions were of the "display" type (intended to elicit information already known to the questioner), whereas outside the classroom referential questions predominated, display questions hardly ever occurring. Because the latter do not invite lengthy replies or sustained interaction they do not provide optimal input. Research on interaction analysis shows that learners' participation in class is highly variable--learners fall into two main categories, high input generators and low input generators. The former are more active in
class, more field-independent, and generate more input in out-of-class contact with native speakers. This indicates important differences in learning experience, as does research on turn-taking and research on learners with limited English proficiency (LEP). LEP learners have significantly fewer interactions with their teacher than do their native-speaker counterparts, and those they have tend to involve classroom management more than actual teaching.

(3) Error treatment: research reveals that errors are not treated at all systematically by teachers; in one study, 22 per cent of errors went without treatment, either not noticed or ignored. Explicit correction occurred less frequently than indirect or implicit feedback. In one study, students expressed a wish to be corrected more frequently. Variables influencing the type of error treatment are type of class activity during which the error occurs, level of instruction, style of teacher. Error treatment is often inconsistent and ambiguous, but is central to the effectiveness of the teaching. This is an area which perfectly illustrates the complexity of the classroom process. Some recent alternative approaches to classroom research include the anthropological, qualitative and mentalistic, including diary studies of learner and teacher, and other introspective and retrospective studies.

The author begins the article with a statement that successful formal language learning involves careful matching of learner characteristics, the learning setting, and methodology. A primary focus in this area has been the study of teacher-learner verbal interaction.

A pilot study is detailed which provides a point of departure for the study of learner feedback. Based on observation of real classroom activity, the study describes ways in which L2 learners participate in the structuring of discourse. The description presented is, in itself, not sufficient for developing generalizations about learner feedback. Implications for classroom feedback are drawn.

Not available.

Not available.

Results are presented of a phonetic test, carried out with fifty English-speaking university students after forty-five hours of Spanish teaching. The frequency and type of fault corresponded to the predictions of contrastive analysis for a hierarchy of persistence of phonological errors. It also emerged that structuralist concepts of phoneme and allophone are useful in the prediction, description and explanation of pronunciation errors in foreign-language teaching. (Chart lists the forty-five problems tested, in decreasing order of difficulty.)

Applications for the classroom are that a gradual audiolingual introduction to the foreign language sound system with the use of a supportive transcriptional aid is recommended in order to minimise the negative effects of spelling on pronunciation.

This study was conducted for two purposes: (1) to provide information on the effects of two types of error correction treatment upon the communicative adequacy and linguistic accuracy in students' written compositions, and (2) to provide information on the major problems that occurred when foreign students wrote in English.

The researcher developed criteria for classifying students' written errors as either global or local errors, based on the definitions of these two terms by Burt and Kiparsky. Each global and local error was further classified in one of three categories: lexical, morphological and syntactic forms and structures of English that were misused, omitted or misspelled.

The study was conducted during an eight-week period at The Ohio State University in the Spring of 1976. The sample population consisted of 24 foreign-born adults who voluntarily enrolled in a course of intermediate English as a foreign language taught by the researcher.

In the second week of their English course, students took two pretests: one test to measure their ability to describe in written English three picture stories adapted from the Picture Composition Book by Hill, and one test to measure their proficiency in English.
Grammar, vocabulary and reading comprehension via Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency (Form A). For each student, the researcher first calculated a global error ratio (consisting of the number of global errors divided by the number of words written on the composition pretest), then formed two groups: students who obtained a low global error ratio, and the students who obtained a high global error ratio. The median global error ratio determined the cutoff point between low and high groups. Students in each of the two groups were randomly assigned to one of two error correction treatments: correction of global errors only, and correction of all global and local errors.

For six weeks, all students described, in written English, 18 different picture stories adapted from the Hill book. The researcher corrected the compositions according to the particular error treatment that student had been assigned.

In the ninth week, students took two posttests comprising the same measures used for the two pretests.

The findings of this study were as follows: (1) the analysis of variance revealed no significant differences in improvement across groups of the main and interaction effects of the two independent variables on the three dependent variables, (2) the major problems that occurred when students described the picture stories were lack of sufficient knowledge and spelling of the real items, misuse of prepositions, lack of subject-verb agreement, and incorrect word order.
Language learning is a creative process and error correction benefits adults who learn foreign languages in classrooms. It is hypothesized that correcting composition errors by providing the correct forms and structures is not only a time-consuming chore, but actually it may also hinder learning. Rather, a combined selective-discovery approach may be more worthwhile. Before correcting written errors, teachers should consider at least four critical factors: (1) the student's purpose and goals for communicating in writing, (2) the student's written proficiency in the target language, (3) the teacher's awareness of what types and frequencies of written errors students produce and an understanding of how these two aspects relate to students' writing goals, and (4) the students' attitudes toward making errors and toward error correction itself. Eight indirect and direct strategies for correcting composition errors are illustrated, and a sample composition using these strategies is presented, as well as a description of seven practical activities for dealing with students' composition errors in the language classroom.

A brief review of attitudes to error correction shows a movement towards accepting errors in the interest of creating an encouraging atmosphere for communication. Instead of trying to prevent errors, we can learn from them. The literature on the subject shows that (1) no current standards exist on correction, (2) there are few linguistic criteria of grammatical and lexical correction in foreign language teaching, and (3) much of what has been published is speculative, and in need of validation.

Some implications drawn from the literature are offered; these include: (a) correction improves L2 proficiency; (b) correcting every error is counter-productive; (c) error taxonomies are being developed which classify errors in communicative terms; (d) direct correction has proved ineffective; (e) peer or self-correction may be as effective as teacher correction for some students.

When students use a foreign language in spontaneous communication, they produce varying frequencies of different error types. This article presents a method for classifying, coding and recording oral and written errors systematically for the purpose of: (a) evaluating the quantity and quality of information in samples of students' communication, (b) diagnosing specific needs of individual language learners, (c) developing individualized instructional materials, and (d) deciding which student errors to correct first. The author also discusses several suggestions for using the method of second language acquisition research.

The communicative and linguistic errors most often made by 24 ESL students were examined, and an attempt was made to determine the effect of direct teacher correction upon these students' writing proficiency. Students wrote picture-story descriptions in English and their errors were corrected according to assigned treatment. It was found that most global errors resulted from misuse of prepositions and misspelled words. An analysis of variance revealed no significant differences in students' writing proficiency attributable to error correction treatment or to grouping according to communicative ability.
Over a period of five months in 1978/9, 24 French classes in Israel, comprising 600 students between the ages of 15 and 17 were studied. Types of student error and their frequency and the teachers' reactions were noted. The teachers were all French speakers but knew too little Hebrew to help students with their pronunciation problems. Consequently the most common reaction to this kind of mistake was to ignore it. Although they believed that grammatical errors should be ignored and correct replies reinforced, in practice teachers seemed unable to stop themselves correcting mistakes in grammar and many were unaware they were doing so until it was pointed out to them. The need for an approach taking into account the special difficulties of Hebrew learners of French was clear.


Not available.

Audiolingualism is described as the class in which students are conditioned to produce correct responses. Drill techniques are used and trial and error is denied. Today there is a shift in emphasis toward a student's self-instructional program which is then described. The purpose of the program is twofold: (1) to sensitize future teachers to types of oral errors, and (2) to help the teacher decide how to deal with errors effectively.

The program consisted of four stages:

(1) Stage 1. The students (teachers of L2) are given packets of materials with explicit instructions for listening to tapes and reading articles dealing with error correction.

(2) Actual L2 student errors (on tapes) are used in discussion and in written assignments.

(3) The students use taped incidents which serve as a bridge between the written exercises and simulated teaching.

(4) Simulated classroom situations are used as a basis for discussion.

This paper suggests that teachers who use error analysis should emphasize a student's learning from his mistakes. Errors should be used as clues to the cognitive strategies that students employ when handling new information. Such an approach eliminates the problem and not just the evidence of a problem.

A strategy aimed at reducing errors in written compositions of U.S. students of German as a second language was tested on a group of 60 university students, 50% experimental students and 50% controls. Students completed brief essays at the beginning of the semester as a pretest. During the semester control students participated in grammar review, read short stories, and had their compositions corrected in a traditional manner. Experimental students used the same materials but had essays marked using an error correction code and were required to rewrite them in class. An error awareness sheet was used to help make them aware of repeated mistakes in their writing. Writing samples taken at the end of the course showed that the new method did prevent students from making more grammatical and orthographic errors, and that experimental students showed an across-the-board reduction of errors in all categories.
Pupils developing from childhood to adolescence manifest faults in their written production of L2 caused by systematic errors (over-generalization, conflation of two rules, partial ignorance of syntactic structure) which are intrinsic to the learning process. They are at a stage following acquisition and preceding productive competence. Oral repetition drills are contra-indicated. Occasional class discussions aid pupils to complete the learning process, especially if the original error has resulted in a shift of meaning. Discussion leads pupils to make finer semantic distinctions, to re-group words in context, and subsequently to self-correction.

The structural and behaviorist approach to language teaching which prevailed until 1965 regarded errors as requiring correction. However, from the late 1960's—which saw the emergence of the concept of the interlangue—errors, as distinct from mere mistakes, came to be seen as a necessary part of the learning process.

Research has tended to confirm that, whereas phonological errors are usually the result of interference from the mother tongue, this is not necessarily the case with errors of morphology, syntax or vocabulary. There is also evidence of similarities between the process of acquisition of the mother tongue and the learning strategies adopted by foreign-language learners. By adopting a positive attitude towards error the teacher can assist the student to master the target language and also to understand the learning process.

Second-language learners have been shown to make some of the same types of mistakes as first-language learners, but there is very little evidence as far as the foreign-language situation is concerned. First- and second-learners learn, and are obliged to learn, by making mistakes. Foreign-language learners, on the other hand, do not have to learn in this way to anything like the same extent. The attitude of the language teacher and course writer towards mistakes should therefore be that mistakes can aid an understanding of how students are learning and mislearning; but language-teaching procedures which seem likely to cause students to make them should be avoided.

Using the algorithm developed by S. Pit Corder as a basis for providing data for describing idiosyncratic dialects, a new approach to error analysis is developed. Taking as a base an essay written by a learner of a second language, a reconstruction of the original essay, that is, a set of well-formed sentences having the same meaning as the original essay, is developed. In a further step, a reformulation that is essentially an editing process is composed. This method of going from text to reconstruction to reformulation is suggested for use in the language classroom.

*English Language Teaching Journal*, 37, 256-261.

Not available.

Not available.

Presented is an instructional model for minimal communicative ability in a foreign language which (1) reduces the pedagogical corpus, and (2) provides for a schedule of error correction. Insights are drawn from characteristics of pidginized language: (A) lexical reduction and use of paraphrases and circumlocutions, (B) heavy reliance on extralinguistic features, (C) replacement of inflectional endings by free forms, (D) invariant representation of formatives, (E) elimination of redundancy, and (F) reduction of the transformational apparatus. The error correction schedule outlines a means of gradually imposing language-specific constraints in order to elaborate and enrich a reduced classroom interlanguage to produce a language variety more closely approximating the target language norm.

Not available.

The author subscribes to the assumption that the form of the language does have an effect on the meaning. Even for non-teachers, the use of incorrect structures can create a case of ambiguity. A basic concern is "language manners"; listeners are likely to "turn off" a speaker who does not communicate fluently. ESL interlanguage is an exception where errors are tolerated as long as communication is not impeded. A central question is posed: What licence, if any, can be admitted to purely formal error in strictly EFL situations? The author concludes that in all second language teaching, communication is prime. Correctness is not a disposable commodity, and error treatment techniques should take this into account.
Outlined are the behaviorist and cognitive theories of learning (extrapolated from first-language acquisition) that underlie the two principle approaches to the interpretation of errors in second-language learning: the contrastive analysis hypothesis and the error analysis hypothesis. The former argues that in learning a new language, habits acquired while learning the native language will hinder or facilitate the formation of habits in the second language depending on the differences or similarities between them. The shortcomings of this hypothesis are evident when put to the test in real-life situations. The latter hypothesis, rooted in cognitive psychology, argues that errors provide evidence of the system of language or interlanguage that a learner uses at a particular time. This interlanguage is a separate and different system from either the learner's native language or the target language. This hypothesis argues that the learner is an active participant in the learning process, who progressively forms and revises hypotheses about the language input while adding to this expanding rule system of the language. The errors of children learning a second language seem to reveal similar processes to those used in first-language acquisition. The persistence of certain erroneous forms that have become fossilized in the adult learner's interlanguage leads to a taxonomy of certain strategies that account for these errors. It is concluded that although this taxonomy is not yet refined, further research should broaden its scope.

No specific methodology to teach young ESL students has been shown to be best. Teachers should provide plenty of comprehensible input and encourage hypothesis-testing. This article focuses on teacher responses to student errors and socio-linguistic variables that can influence those responses.

Results of previous studies indicate that error correction is a highly variable aspect of student-teacher interaction: each interactive situation is quite complex.

Twenty-four hours of videotapes were collected from first-grade classrooms in which bilinguals were given oral instruction. The question asked was: How do teachers influence the language environment by responding to speech errors made by their students? Chaudron's (1977) descriptive model of discourse in corrective treatment of learners' errors provided a point of departure.

The corrective styles of the four teachers involved are connected to their teaching styles in general. Young learners should have access to the language environment which gives them opportunities for meaningful interaction.
If teachers are to use the information gained from error analysis, some standardized way of expressing insights into error analysis must be devised. The author has come up with a mathematical means of expressing which errors are the most serious. Proposed EGD (error/gravity distribution) to answer this need. "Seriousness" is related to frequency as opposed to the notion of seriousness set forth by Burt and Kiparsky in *The Gooficon*.

When examining EGD profiles for certain groups, teachers will be able to use this information in their classroom methodology.

On the basis of research into error analysis in foreign language acquisition, suggestions are made for classroom application. Different correction techniques for different types of activity are proposed.
Errors have traditionally been regarded in three ways, either as (a) a sign of inadequate teaching, (b) inevitable and ineradicable, (c) a means to learning.

All these approaches are inadequate. From the point of view of the teacher, it is a matter of some difficulty both to decide when an error has been made, and if so, when, how, and in what context to correct it. Factors such as the characteristics of learner and teacher, the pedagogic context and the nature and frequency of the error have also to be considered. For the learner, mother-tongue interference and the sequence of interlanguages are of importance in the production of errors, which often leave the learner confused and disoriented in the face of problems whose origin and significance he does not comprehend or appreciate. It is necessary to understand the process of learning to be able to discern and evaluate such difficulties.

What is needed is not new teaching techniques or methodologies, but a profound change of attitude to errors and to the teaching and learning of languages. There needs to be a more positive approach to errors, which will simultaneously place them in their proper context in the continuum of the apprenticeship of language learning, while maintaining a global approach which will lead to more equitable relations between teacher and learner.

Teachers of foreign languages have many problems in dealing with errors in oral communicative exercises: should errors be corrected or does correction interfere with the communicative effort of students? This study reviews research in this field, in particular the need for correction, its effects and the risk of "fossilization." Emphasis is on the studies of teachers' correction behavior in the classroom, which seems to be ambiguous for students; the effects on communication are rather negative. There are few studies dealing with oral work and peer-correction or self-correction. Studies on grammatical judgments show the need for prudence. Effective studies of error gravity from a communicative point of view have to be set up. The effects of methodologies of error prevention or correction need to be studied. The effects of errors have to be measured in communicative situations by means of native- non-native interaction.

Theoretical aspects of second-language errors and their correction are examined in terms of the variable whose (errors), when, what, and by whom. Psychosocial and ethnosociological aspects are discussed and the relationship between error correction and introduction phase and objective is noted. Morphological, syntactic, lexical, and pragmatic errors are distinguished and the didactic significance of self-correction is stressed.

The problem of dealing with inevitable errors of language acquisition is considered. Recent work indicates that such systematic errors may represent the infant's imperfect grammar. Whether errors are hypothesis-testing mechanisms remains a question. The educator may do well to try to decrease errors rather than encourage them for fluency, especially in advanced stages. Techniques of corrective feedback might include corrections of important errors but not encouragement of relatively minor ones.

Not available.

Not available.

Three types of errors are: pre-systematic (random and arbitrary), systematic (revealing the learner's hypotheses about L2), and post-systematic (the practice stage in which practice may not match theory--the student knows the rule but fails to apply it correctly). "Carelessness" is frequently cited as a cause of learner error, but since the learner's system is unstable, so-called "careless" errors are inevitable. Correction is helpful because it is necessary input and provides a model against which learners can match their productive use of language.

Many experienced teachers of EFL composition have found that withholding specific information about errors in general is a sound technique. Yet, a review of the literature shows that there is no consensus about the kinds of errors that should be left up to the learner to edit and those errors which are best dealt with by the instructor. This study attempts to estimate the efficiency of a direct correction approach compared with a discovery method, which requires the learners to edit their own papers with a minimum of guidance from the instructor. Frequencies of particular types of errors were calculated and a comparison was made between group membership and subsequent numbers of individuals making errors in each error category above or below the total mean. This information provides a general index to the types of mistakes that proved to be correctable and those that were not, thus suggesting a hierarchy for direct as opposed to heuristic feedback.
When a student produces an error the teacher needs to make an instant decision on whether to correct the error, and, if so, on how to correct it. Three commonly used verbal feedback techniques are discussed and criticised, and a proposal is put forward for a nonverbal feedback technique comprising a set of hand signals, each of which is used to indicate a certain error type. There is discussion of the value of the use of negative feedback in the classroom.

An organization of repair operates in conversation, addressed to recurrent problems in speaking, hearing, and understanding. Several features of that organization are introduced to explicate the mechanism which produces a strong empirical skewing in which self-repair predominates over other-repair, and to show the operation of a preference for self-repair in the organization of repair. Several consequences of the preference for self-repair for conversational interaction are sketched.

This thesis is an investigation of the ways adult second-language learners deal with error and trouble sources in their conversations with one another and a comparison with repairs made by native speakers. Data were collected from three videotaped conversations between pairs of friends with varying language backgrounds and proficiencies. An examination of the conversations showed that the repair work done by the adult second language learners was similar to repairs by native speakers, but the corrections of the second language learners were the result of incompetence in phonology, syntax, and lexicon. Generally, second language learners can benefit by conversing with another.

A research study, conducted for 10 weeks with 141 first-year, third-quarter German students at the University of Minnesota, compared the effects of four methods of teacher treatment of free-writing assignments: (1) writing comments and questions rather than corrections; (2) marking all errors and supplying the correct forms; (3) combining positive comments and corrections; and (4) indicating errors by means of a code and requiring students to find corrections and then rewrite the assignment.

Results indicate that students' progress is enhanced by writing practice alone. Corrections do not increase writing accuracy, writing fluency, or general language proficiency, and they may have a negative effect on student attitudes, especially when students must make corrections by themselves.
A communicative approach may encourage early fossilization of errors—the learner is allowed to make mistakes as long as he gets his message across. Feedback of necessity involves interpretation by the learner, thus delaying the onset of fossilization. A new approach is described in which the adult learner is involved more systematically and intensively with his own interlanguage and its development. Students kept a record sheet of their errors and the contexts in which they were made during a writing course, and discussed these errors with the teacher at an "error clinic." The teacher attempted to only mark out and classify the error, giving further help only if the student could not find the answer himself. In this way the error was recycled and worked on. The "clinic" ended with a discussion of general problems in correcting errors and in the course as a whole. It was felt that 20-25 minutes was an ideal length for each interview, at least until the teachers become skilled in the technique. Teachers tended to underestimate the amount of explanatory context needed: often two sentences are needed. Most students found the method useful. Keeping a record made it possible to generalise about the errors produced, but errors were not always recurring and sometimes covered a broad spectrum, making commentary difficult. The individualisation of the teaching method seems to have raised motivation.

Although the results of a pilot project on the effectiveness of proofreading exercises to reduce common student errors were not as dramatic as anticipated, the project proved to be constructive, and the suggestions of the authors are worthy of consideration since the students should be able to proofread their own writing eventually. The report indicates that more time should be spent giving students exercises that are related to their individual needs (spelling, punctuation, etc.), and that if more time is spent on a program of proofreading, the results would be more dramatic, since students were capable of correcting their own errors.
Current theories and pedagogical techniques for second-language instruction reveal highly contradictory methods of handling student speech errors. Students are discouraged from making grammatically incorrect sentences, yet the suppression of errors leads to considerable clouding of the language-learning mechanisms. Following a review of the literature, a five-level hierarchization of the seriousness of errors is presented.
Teacher feedback to students in selected English as a second language classes (Doctoral dissertation, Columbia University Teachers College, 1977). Dissertation Abstracts International, 38,

Feedback is central to ESL error treatment, yet methodology texts offer a limited range of recommendations. In response to this lack of information, this study took up the question in relation to a particular group of ESL lessons. A descriptive analysis of nine selected lessons was done to answer the questions: (1) What types of feedback were generally made available to students? and (2) How were different types of feedback used in relation to different types of student performance?

Lessons were taught by experienced ESL teachers using identical lesson plans; they were then videotaped and transcribed for study. Bellack's pedagogical move was used with a coding system to study each episode dealing with a particular performance. The study identifies errors in the student's performance moves and classifies performance episodes. Fourteen types of teacher feedback were identified. Student performance was classified according to language errors: 69% were without errors and 31% had errors distributed evenly among four performance types representing different errors.

While types of errors were associated with the kinds of performance episodes, the type of feedback did not show much variation.

In beginning to learn a new language, second language learners rely on their ability to analogize, systematize, and regularize the target language data immediately. Because of their lack of familiarity with the second language, they rely on the native language for support. With increased proficiency, they rely more and more on the target language, coping directly with it and overgeneralizing its rules. At this stage, a remedial approach involving review, contrast and correction, and re-review can be most beneficial in order to re-acquaint the students with the intricacies of target language grammar, and to help them learn to use the TL rules which they have already mastered in an appropriate way. Error treatment strategies are discussed.
Similar to first language acquisition, second language learning involves hypotheses about input data revealed by speaker errors. Previous language acquisition models have believed firmly in the avoidance of errors, but more modern approaches view errors as necessary and desirable. They can form the basis of a productive teaching process where the learner is allowed to rely on his source language to form utterances in the target language. Errors can and must be corrected in the classroom, but in keeping with classroom activities and each learner's development. Language teaching objectives must be made more reasonable—it is not possible for some students to do some things under a data-overload situation. Both expressive and reference rules must be learned. Error correction must be congruent to intelligibility in context and learner readiness for such new input. Expansion is one way to perfect correction.

This study is part of a larger project which examines faculty response to the written errors of students who are non-native speakers of English. The particular study described here was designed to determine which sentence-level errors are judged to be most serious by an academic community and to discover what factors may influence this judgment. A survey was conducted to measure how a cross-section of faculty at Iowa State University respond to certain common ESL writing errors. The 164 respondents did not judge all errors as equally grievous; rather, their judgments generated a hierarchy of errors. The study also suggests that both the age and academic discipline of faculty members may be important factors in predicting their response to certain ESL student writing errors.

Twelve Spanish-speaking adults learning English as a second language were tested using the Bilingual Syntax Measure and their errors were analyzed. Eight of them were subsequently presented with their errors in written form and asked to correct them. The 12 adults produced a total of 451 errors, of which 20.6% were due to interference from Spanish, 60.3% were developmental and 19% were from other sources. There was no variation in the proportions of errors from different sources according to academic status: intermediate students produced 60.3% developmental errors and advanced students produced 60.2%. Most subjects both intermediate and advanced, were only able to correct about half their errors. Their corrections of the "Is X" structure suggest that this error may be due to syntactic, rather than phonological interference.

The author begins with the assumption that mistakes are bound to occur in ESL/EFL classrooms. What is the teacher to do with these mistakes? Given are five approaches to error correction in written compositions:

1. The teacher gives sufficient clues to facilitate self-correction.
2. The teacher corrects the script.
3. The teacher deals with errors through marginal notes and comments.
4. The teacher explains orally to individual students.
5. The teacher uses the error as an illustration for a class explanation.

All these techniques have their appropriate place; the teacher merely decides the technique that will be the most effective in a given situation. It is concluded that self-correction is the most effective technique, but if the teacher is to make the correction, it is better to speak with the student than to write comments on the paper.

Searching for an improved method of correcting student compositions led the author to develop procedures involving peer correction. The conventional system of putting correction marks on student papers was not effective. Witbeck describes four specific procedures that he recommends and points out that peer correction will provide students with editing and revision skills, improve student-student and teacher-student oral communication, and help students understand that "errors are probably a necessary part of the process of learning."
Because writing teachers invest so much time responding to student writing and because these responses reveal the assumptions teachers hold about writing, LI writing researchers have investigated how composition teachers respond to their students' texts.

A study was undertaken to examine ESL teachers' responses to student writing. The findings suggest that ESL composition teachers make similar types of comments and are even more concerned with language-specific errors and problems. The marks and comments are often confusing, arbitrary, and inaccessible. In addition, ESL teachers, like their native-language counterparts, rarely seem to expect students to revise the text beyond the surface level.

Such responses to texts give students a very limited and limiting notion of writing, for they fail to provide students with the understanding that writing involves producing a text that evolves over time. Teachers therefore need to develop more appropriate responses for commenting on student writing. They need to facilitate revision by responding to writing as work in progress rather than judging it as a finished product.
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A Selected Annotated Bibliography of Vocabulary in Teaching ESL and EFL, 1976-1985

Nancy M. Hayward
English Department
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Abstract

This bibliography reviews articles published in journals from 1976 to 1985 and dealing with the teaching of vocabulary to second language learners. While the scope is broad, including articles from international journals which look at second language vocabulary teaching in general as well as specific ESL/EFL publications, the aim is toward surveying the field. Abstracts of those articles dealing with vocabulary teaching in languages other than English are included as their findings are generalizable to ESL/EFL settings.

Drawing on research carried out by the author into the acquisition of vocabulary by Germans learning English, the article suggests that latent learning strategies enable a S to understand a range of words in the TL substantially larger than that which he is actually familiar. Frequently, the meaning of the new word is recognised on the basis of orthographic or phonological analogies to the NL, and by means of morphological and structural parallels between words of each language and between words in the TL. Context often leads the S to the meaning of a word never before encountered.

A knowledge of morphological theory is essential in order to teach vocabulary efficiently and does not involve mechanical learning of lists of related vocabulary items by Ss. Foreign language texts should, without being theoretical, draw the S's attention to morphological problems and suggest solutions by pointing out common false analogies or by referring back to similar types of word- formations in earlier chapters, for example.
Choosing the most appropriate dictionary for students in the ESOL classroom is a recurrent problem. To provide a context for dictionary selection, this article presents a view of vocabulary referred to as "vocabulary behavior". An explicit distinction between spoken and written English reveals the relation between dictionary use, classroom vocabulary behavior and student success in meeting their communicative needs. Whereas a bilingual dictionary tends to encourage the use of a single lexical item, the monolingual dictionary demonstrates that definition is an alternative. Through use of a monolingual dictionary Ss are led to the use of conversational definition in speech and thus benefit from the full range of resources offered in spoken English. Questionnaire data are presented describing the dictionary habits and preferences of a population of Japanese Ss of English.
(From "receptive" to "constructive") Bulletin Pedagogique, 50(6), 31-46.

Although the distinction between receptive and productive has often been reassessed, the concept "receptive" has never been questioned. However, research on reading and vocabulary teaching leads to questions on the validity of this distinction and the operational value of the notion "receptive" from the viewpoint of foreign-language teaching. It is shown that there is no dichotomy between receptive and productive, but one level, the interactive level, which relates to the communicative competence.

A technique of using pictures in ESL classes, based on Silent Way theories, encourages communication, but retains elements of structured control. Students identify vocabulary from pictures and combine them within a framework indicated by the teacher. The teacher's primary unspoken guidance provides focus for the exercises, allowing the teacher to vary sentence complexity. The technique can be adapted to writing practice.

Techniques for using broadcast materials and methods of comprehension assessment are presented. Noted is the degree of vocabulary recycling which occurs.

A group of proficient speakers of a second language (n=26 native French speakers and 28 native English speakers) were tested in their ability to identify individual words excised from spoken discourse. Ss were tested in both their native language and their second language and it was found that on the average, they were more proficient in their second language than in their first. It would appear that the acquisition of a second language involves a more word-based approach than that of the first language, and that despite, or even because of, this word-level proficiency, overall comprehension is less good in the second language.

Vocabulary acquisition is an unavoidable hurdle in language instruction; despite the unpopularity of memorization, it has thus far been the only workable approach for language competence. An alternate method that would provide both conversational context and reading experience uses a combination of listening (taped conversations) and viewing (on a computer terminal screen). This would provide the S with immediate exposure to phonation and grammar as well as vocabulary. The drawbacks to designing a computer-assisted language program seem small as access to computer terminals is common.

Outlined is an approach to teaching vocabulary in an advanced ESL class. Requiring Ss to transform new vocabulary words into their several content forms--Ns, Vs, adjs, advs--helps writers see that only specific types of words can be used in various sentence slots. Thus the writers learn not just the meanings of new words, but how to use their various forms in different sentence contexts.

The article discusses the application of principles of theoretical semantics to the teaching of vocabulary in ESL courses. Learners' goals and problems are outlined. Semantic theories that can be applied to these problems are described, and sample teaching materials are discussed.

This study investigates some basic things that language learners do, such as learning vocabulary and participating in class, with the intent of identifying and describing strategies which ease the learning process. Specifically, answers were sought for the following questions: 1. how do student learn a new second language vocabulary and 2. what insights into good and bad communicative strategies can be gained from empirical observation.

The subjects were 19 native English speaking Ss taking an intensive Hebrew course. A longitudinal study of vocabulary learning in a second language was carried out; it was found that most Ss merely tried to memorize words they did not know. 13 Ss reported using associations. Students using associations retained the words successfully, even if the word was not used outside of class.

A second study concerned classroom observation of communicative strategies coupled with verification by the Ss themselves.
A first step in vocabulary teaching involves conveying to the students as efficiently as possible the reality covered by a concept. Related words should be grouped into a fairly narrow semantic field. Words are organized hierarchically with a given hyponym and other terms directly related to it in terms of distinctive semantic features which contrast them from the hyponym. Where there is a less direct relationship it is necessary to contrast words in terms of intensity along a scale. Finally, stylistic features must be used in distinguishing when to use certain words. The teacher should present different concrete words to students according to imageable relation, then to functional relation and to identification of the concrete word with a field. Research from linguistics and psychology substantiates the claims made.

Traditionally, vocabulary study has been based on a word-by-word approach and, as such, has often been criticised as a component in ESL curricula. This study compares a traditional approach to vocabulary instruction with an approach based on the semantic fields of words that appeared in college-level reading texts. Half of the words presented to control groups (traditional approach), according to the format used in current vocabulary texts. The semantic field approach was based on the association between five related words and a keyword that could be mentally substituted in context. Testing revealed some short term advantage for the control groups, but no significant difference was revealed on long-term testing. Since experimental groups were exposed to twice as many words in the same amount of time, the findings lend support to the use of the semantic field approach. In addition, long-term testing revealed, for the words in this study, a highly significant difference favoring vocabulary taught experimentally over incidental learning that may occur during exposure to academic English.

A method for teaching reusable vocabulary in language classes is described. The importance of teaching context is emphasized and the teaching of phrases rather than words recommended. Transcribed oral texts (e.g., interviews) provide the source for vocabulary choice with the criterion that they be reusable in conversation. Exercises are outlined that employ plays on words, and lexical and syntactic reuse. Comprehension exercises are not eliminated, but are restricted to texts capable of reutilization.

Data from multiword association tests show that words are linked in the human mind in semantically coherent clusters, or sometimes in the shape of a string. In the early stages of second language acquisition, word associations in the foreign language follow the tracks of native language associations, particularly in slow learners. From this fact, it is concluded that vocabulary acquisition can be facilitated by using the native language association patterns. Some data from aphasic patients that support this approach are discussed.

How can the greatest number of words be retained with the minimum of effort? A questionnaire showed that most students favored the traditional method of learning vocabulary. Experiments showed that retention of vocabulary increases in direct proportion to the extent to which the lists are structured. If the semantic connection between the words is obvious, then recall improves. Lists of phonetically similar items (coal/foal/goal) lead to confusion and do not aid the memory. Items at the beginning and end of lists are remembered better than items in the middle. Performance in vocabulary tests improves as the Ss grasp of the language improves. Obscure and complex lexical items are remembered less well than more common and "simpler" vocabulary. Ability to retain vocabulary decreases with age. A foreign language course ought to take account of these various psychological factors influencing S's performance.

Two approaches to computer-assisted learning (CAL) for the learning of vocabulary are discussed: 1. uncontextualized CAL, requiring one-word answers, and 2. contextualized or global forms of practice (e.g., unscrambling or reconstructing a text). Uncontextualized exercises include opposites, collocations and analogies. Contextualized exercises include various types of text manipulation such as rebuilding a text or story, filling gaps, etc. Such exercises give Ss considerable control over their learning. The computer is not so much a drillmaster, more an information source.

The author proposes that increased amounts of reading should be assigned at all levels of ESL programs, and he suggests ways to reconstruct programs and to teach reading and vocabulary effectively.

The integration of instruction in reading and vocabulary can aid language learning for non-native speakers of English. Theories behind some of the difficulties in learning English are discussed and some practical methods for lessening those difficulties are suggested. The differences in focus and emphasis between teaching reading and vocabulary skills to native students and teaching the same skills to non-native students are delineated.

The effectiveness of the mnemonic keyword method was examined in four experiments with college students learning lists of 24-32 pairs of Spanish nouns and their English equivalents. The first three experiments in which the lists were presented for periods of free study, yielding the following results: 1. the keyword condition, with keywords supplied by the experimenter, was similar or somewhat inferior to the control conditions both in the Spanish-English (forward) and in the English-Spanish (backward) direction; 2. the keyword condition was clearly inferior to controls when Ss were required to generate keywords; 3. keyword and control conditions were similar in retention over one week.

In the fourth experiment the keyword method was superior to the control condition with successive, experimenter-paced presentation but inferior with free-study presentation; free study was markedly superior to paced presentation for both keyword and control conditions. Implications for the further study and application of the keyword method, and mnemotechnics more generally, are discussed.

Discusses exercises in foreign language teaching in which the learner can, from experience in his own language, conjecture the meaning of foreign words from the context.

Describes a teaching method for vocabulary development based on word formation by means of affixes.

Vocabulary instruction in TESOL has been traditionally relegated to secondary status in favor of an emphasis on the teaching of syntactic structures. According to the traditional theories, vocabulary acquisition has also been seen as a means to improve reading and listening comprehension and not as a skill vital in its own right.

These traditional views are challenged in this paper as being inappropriate for ESL programs on the university level. Massive vocabulary instruction should begin as soon as possible and the status of lexical knowledge should be given greater emphasis in TESOL programs. Relevant lexical items that are within the S's syntactic knowledge should be selected and immediately integrated into the classroom setting. Repetition of vocabulary items in a natural linguistic context will aid the students in dealing with multiple meanings and sociolinguistic contexts of words and phrases. In short, the author argues for a new emphasis on vocabulary instruction in TESOL programs.

The communicative goal of L2 instruction can be realized only when learners are motivated to retain a considerably large lexicon for a long period of time. Vocabulary teaching must be intensive, target-oriented, rational, and effective. Meanings of the new lexical items, their acoustic and written forms, derivative peculiarities and usage must be taught. Special attention should be devoted to polysemy, inter- and intra-linguistic inferences and the connection with other words in the word groups and sentences. Methodological suggestions are offered.
There is a lack of effective methods for teaching vocabulary in EFL reading programs. Emphasis has often been on rote memorization, rather than on vocabulary development skills. Contextual aids, illustrations, for example, use of prefixes, suffixes and roots, definition clues and inference clues from discourse can be employed to teach students ways of guessing meaning from context and structure. A specific program for teaching vocabulary development skills is presented.

The audiolingual emphasis on teaching structure with a minimum of vocabulary has contributed little to the development of vocabulary materials. Lexical usage, however, is an area in which ESL students demonstrate a considerable number of errors. In an effort to help develop lexical competence, this paper illustrates one strategy for teaching vocabulary with the use of a computer corpus. Because of their inherent difficulty, verbs are the main focus of the materials, although the technique could be used with other parts of speech. It is assumed here that knowing a word involves knowing how to use the word syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically.

The foreign graduate student in an American university needs to exhibit a wide range of academic skills. To participate effectively in the research-oriented environment, he needs an excellent command of vocabulary; both technical and academic. A method of teaching academic vocabulary to the intermediate/advanced EFL graduate is discussed. The term academic vocabulary is defined and compared to the terms scientific, technical and subtechnical vocabulary. Criteria used for selecting academic vocabulary items are discussed. The vocabulary is divided into three areas appropriate for teaching: the research process, analysis, and evaluation. Selected items and sample exercises for each area are given and broader applications in each of the four areas of language use are described.
An attempt is made to provide a comprehensive review of the experimental findings on foreign language vocabulary learning. Almost all research involves learning word pairs made up of a foreign word paired with its native language translation. Direct and indirect vocabulary learning are compared; and evidence on how much vocabulary can be learned in a given time, how many repetitions are required for learning to occur, and why some words are more difficult to learn than others is reviewed. Different techniques for receptive and productive vocabulary learning are presented.

Current work in lexical grammars suggests that we need to think of lexicon for ESL classes in much broader terms and must pay more attention to the importance of prefabricated speech routines in language behavior. The article discusses the kind and extent of lexical phrases, using categories from recent work in artificial intelligence, and outlines further research that is necessary to make these speech routines an integral part of the syllabus.

A review of research on mnemonic techniques as used in L2 learning, emphasizing imagery-based techniques. The keyword technique involves using a specific word in the familiar language to establish an acoustic and imaginal link between the unfamiliar word and its translation equivalent in the native language. Laboratory experiments show that the technique clearly facilitates the learning of L2 vocabulary when learning is measured by a comprehension test that requires subjects to translate the new words into their native-language equivalents. Adolescents and adults benefit most from generating their own interactive images, but younger children require the support of interactive pictures or sentences. The method does not have an immediate facilitating effect on productive recall unless the new response items are already available in memory.

The is a need for vocabulary research into vocabulary structure in the field of L2 learning. The issue of vocabulary in EFL/ESL curriculum is addressed, and a technique is introduced for interlingual lexico-semantic comparison; the lexigram. The technique is based on a study of restricted word association data obtained from NSs of English (n=100), Castilian Spanish and Catalan. English data from NN English speakers in Barcelona are compared with data from native speakers.
A consideration of the knowledge that is assumed by lexical competence is offered as a frame of reference for assessing vocabulary teaching. Linguistic, psycholinguistic, and sociolinguistic aspects of word knowledge are examined. These include word frequency, vocabulary growth in native speakers, collocation, register, case relations, underlying forms, word association and semantic structure. Vocabulary techniques are discussed according to the way that they attempt to build up these aspects of vocabulary knowledge.

A plea is made for more emphasis on the importance of vocabulary in foreign language classes. It is suggested that the relevance of a rich vocabulary to communication has been lost in recent years. It should be remembered that a foreign language not only provides opportunities for the acquisition of forms, but encourages communication of ideas and expression of individuality through these forms. Ss should be helped to choose words that express subtleties and to understand others in an intercultural context.
The role of vocabulary learning is reconsidered and reasons for giving it priority over the learning of other foreign language elements are proposed. In view of certain aspects of memory, a conceptological approach is given preference to a lexical approach. Five cognitive learning styles are addressed. It is suggested that they increase the effectiveness of vocabulary learning because they use universal thinking behaviors. These thinking behaviors exemplified by appropriate vocabulary learning exercises are: 1. conceptualization 2. taxonomic thinking 3. analogical reasoning 4. association 5. closure. Although the discussion is restricted to mainly cognitive learning styles, the importance of the affective dimensions inherent in any learning experience is stressed.

The article discusses practical ways in which mail-order catalogues may be used in teaching ESL in order to promote vocabulary acquisition, induce cultural awareness, and encourage conversation in English.

L2 learners face two simultaneous problems in content area classes: acquiring specialized concepts and vocabulary, and acquiring general communicative facility. The adapted guided writing procedure (GWP) provides instruction and practice in basic communication skills by using oral language as a bridge to reading and writing. It activates S's prior knowledge to furnish a framework for the acquisition of new concepts. The GWP offer L2 learners an opportunity for meaningful practice of the TL in a step-by-step sequence.

The author suggests a way of looking at difficulties students have in using words appropriately, and an approach for presenting this information to students.

This study investigated the applicability of techniques adapted from Lazanov's "Suggestopedia" described in Ostrander and Schroeder *Superlearning*. Lack of scientific validity in experiments substantiating claims about Suggestopedia prompted this study. 21 adult ESL students, language teachers, and graduate music education majors were taught a discrete 300 word German vocabulary list over a 5-week period using relaxation tapes manufactured by Superlearning, Inc., using Suggestopedia methodology and measuring brainwaves using electroencephalography. Baroque music (n=7), no-Baroque music (n=7) and a no-contact control group (n=7) learned the same vocabulary. Analysis of language acquisition showed no significant improvement across the 5-weeks. No significant drop in scores across the experimental period suggests vocabulary was retained in all groups. When modes of presentation were compared, those taught by traditional methods showed significantly more vocabulary learning than those taught by the Superlearning techniques. No change in brainwave activity could be detected in any group. Although scrupulous care to preserve Superlearning techniques was taken, accelerated learning could not be substantiated.

Ss should be encouraged to read texts in a foreign language and not be put off by long preparatory lists of new vocabulary. An experiment is reported in which 90% of the new vocabulary in the text was arrived at without any kind of explanation. The second part of the article discusses Carton's notion of "inferencing" and demonstrates useful techniques which the teacher can use to contextualize new vocabulary. The rest of the article is devoted to detailed descriptions of how "guessing" and the comprehension of unknown vocabulary can be enhanced.